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Abstract 
 
      The Dirac delta function and the Feynman propagator of the harmonic oscillator are 
found by a simple calculation using Fock Bargmann space and the generating function  
of the harmonic oscillator. With help of the Schwinger generating function of Wigner’s  
D-matrix elements we derive the generating function of spherical harmonics, the 
quadratic transformations and the generating functions of: the characters of SU (2), 
Legendre and Gegenbauer polynomials. We also deduce the van der Wearden invariant 
of 3-j symbols of SU (2). Using the Fock Bargmann space and its complex conjugate we 
find the integral representations of 3j symbols, function of the series 12 F  , and from the 
properties of 12 F  we deduce a set of generalized hypergeometric functions of SU (2) and 
from Euler’s identity we find Regge symmetry. We find also the integral representation 
of the 6j symbols. We find the generating function and a new expression of the 3j 
symbols for SU (3) multiplicity free. Our formula of SU (3) is a product of a constant,  
3j symbols of SU (2) by )1(;23F . The calculations in this work require only the Gauss 
integral, well known to undergraduates.  
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
    The importance of harmonic oscillator, the group of rotations and SU (3) are well 
known in quantum physics, nuclear and particles physics. Schwinger [1] in his famous 
work “on angular momentum “developed the theory in two dimensional harmonic 
oscillator and use frequently the generating function of this basis. Then, on one side 
several research groups [2-7] have developed the work of Schwinger to unitary groups 
and especially SU (3). On the other side the analytic Hilbert space or the Fock Bargmann 
space, long time known [8], which is derived simply from the generating function of the 
harmonic oscillator and the spherical harmonics [1,9-14] was studied and applied by 
Bargmann to the rotation groups [15-16]. Actually the applications of this space are 
extended to all problems dealing with the harmonic oscillator over to the study of 
vibrations of the nucleus [17-20]. 
   The calculations are simple using Fock Bargmann space so we propose to extend the 
applications of this space to the teaching of quantum physics. 
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     Using Dirac transformation, the generating function of the oscillator and the Fock 
Bargmann space we find the expression of the Dirac delta function and the Feynman 
propagator. Thus we determine by a simple calculation the Dirac delta function, its 
properties and the normalization of free particle wave function. Because the techniques of 
calculation of Feynman kernel function are difficult [21-24], we find by our method the 
expression of Feynman propagator of the harmonic oscillator by a simple and more 
coherent method than the well known method using Mehler formula [24-26]. Our method 
is very useful for the calculation of propagators other than the harmonic oscillator [26]. 
   Using the Schwinger generating function of Wigner’s D-matrix [1] we find the 
generating function of spherical harmonics and also the quadratic transformation. This 
transformation is very interesting for the determination of the representation (p) of the 
hydrogen atom [27-28]. We determine also the generating functions: of the characters of 
SU (2), Legendre polynomials and Gegenbauer polynomials and the spherical basis in 
terms of creation and destruction operators of harmonic oscillator.        
     We also observe that the Fock Bargmann space is a subspace of the cylindrical basis 
of the oscillator and as a result we can use the space of complex conjugate which leads us 
to the determination of the integral representations (IR), function of Jacobi polynomials, 
and a class of 3j symbols of SU (n).In the case of SU (2) we express the Jacobi 
polynomials in term of 12 F which gives a set of generalized hypergeometric functions 
23F with argument one and Euler's identity gives Regge symmetry more simply than 
Vilenkin calculations [29]. We deduce from the (IR) of SU (2) the (IR) of 6j symbols, 
expression not found in the literature. 
   Several methods have been proposed to study the unitary groups [3-7] and especially 
SU (3) but the calculation of 3j symbols is difficult even in the case of multiplicity free 
[30]. in this work we use the generating functions of the basis of SU (3) [31-32] and 
the invariant of multiplicity free of this groups then we find the generating function and a 
new analytical expression of 3j symbols. Our formula of SU (3) is a product of a 
constant, 3j symbols of SU (2) and 23F with argument one.  
   This paper is organized as follows. Part 2 is a simple revision of the harmonic oscillator 
and the Fock-Bargmann space. The next section is devoted to the derivation of Dirac 
delta function. The Feynman kernel of the harmonic oscillator is derived in part 4. In 5 
we derive the generating function of spherical harmonics and its applications. In part 6 
we derived the van der Wearden invariant of SU (2). The parts seven and eight are 
devoted to the derivation of integral representations and the symmetry of 3j, 6j symbols. 
In the last part we find the generating function and the expression of the 3j symbols of 
SU (3) multiplicity-free. 
 
 
 
 
2. Generating function of the oscillator and Fock Bargmann space 
 
    In this part we present a brief review of Bargmann Fock space and the generating 
function of the harmonic oscillator then the oscillator in Dirac notation [9-14]. 
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2.1 The generating function of one dimensional harmonic oscillator.  
    The Schrödinger equation of the harmonic oscillator in one dimension is:  
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Put                                        qmx )/( ωh=                                                                (2.3)  
we obtain                                  )( 22 qpH += ωh                                                       (2.4)  
 
The solution of Schrödinger equation is  
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 we find then the generating function [12] 
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In this expression of generating function we note that the functions )(znϕ     
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 Form a basis of Analytic Hilbert space that is known by Fock Bargmann space.  
 And                             nmmnmn zdzz ,)()()( δμϕϕϕϕ == ∫∫                                  (2.10)  
  )(zdμ Is the cylindrical measure  
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we have also  
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2.2 Generating function and Dirac notation 
     We summarize the work of Dirac and we write the relationship between the harmonic 
oscillator basis and the Fock Bargmann space 
 
2.2.1 The basis of harmonic oscillator in Dirac notation 
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We find                              0],[,0],[,1],[ === +++ aaaaaa                                 (2.14)  
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And                                       +=+= aaNNH ),
2
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In Dirac notation the basis of the harmonic oscillator becomes  
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 With nmnm ,δ=  and 0 is the vacuum state.  
 
2.2.2 Dirac transformation and generating function 
 
1- By definition the Dirac transformation is:  
 
                                                 nqquuq nn =→ )(:                                           (2.17)  
 
     q  is the eigenfunctions of the operator qˆ with qqqq =ˆ .  
 
2- The generating function of the harmonic oscillator is:  
 
                                               zzza ezzez '',0 ==
+
 
        And                                           zqqzG =),(                                                 (2.18)  
 
       The unitary operator is:      
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n
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       The generating function z  is the well known coherent state with:  
                                                      zzza =                                                            (2.20)  
 
     3- The transformation from the representation }{q  to the representation of the 
         Harmonic oscillator is. 
 
                                 zzdqzGzzdzqq )(),()( μμ ∫∫ ==                                 (2.21) 
  
    4- The correspondence between the harmonic oscillator and the Bargmann Fock space  
         may be deduced from the relation (2.20): 
 
                                                  
z
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∂
∂
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     Because the generators of unitary group may be written in terms of creations and  
Annihilations operators of the harmonic oscillator [8] then we can use this transformation 
to express these generators in terms of the variables of Fock Bargmann space. 
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3. The Dirac delta function and the normalization of the free wave 
 
   We want to determine the expression qq' using the generating function of the 
harmonic oscillator and the Fock Bargmann space. 
We write:  
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                                     )(q) (z,G )',( zdqzG μ∫=                                                (3.1) 
.  
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the arrangement of this expression gives  
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we use the change of variables and after performing the integration we find that  
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   if we use in (3.1) the free wave iqxNe  we find the expression (3.8) if the normalization 
of the wave function of free particle is: π2/1N =   
Finally we write  
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   We find in a simple and coherent way the Dirac delta function. We deduce also from 
(3.1) that the delta function is an even function and we obtain the normalization of the 
wave function of free particle without the help of the distribution theory [12].  
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4. The Feynman propagator of the harmonic oscillator  
 
     The Feynman propagator of the oscillator was determined by several methods  
 The first one is the Feynman path integral, the second is the Schwinger method of Green 
function, the third is the algebraic method and finally by a direct calculation using the 
Mehler formula [24-26]. All these methods are difficult for the undergraduates and all the 
text books gives only the final result. In this section we propose a simple and elementary 
method for the calculation of this propagator.  
  The Feynman propagator of the oscillator is:  
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From the orthogonality of the basis )(znϕ  and (2. 7-8) we deduce that: 
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    By replacing the expressions under the integral by (2.8) and put )( 0tt −= ωα  
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 Using the above expressions and performing the integration after change of variables we  
Find that:  
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finally we obtain the expression of Feynman propagator:  
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  Consequently we do not encounter the difficulties of the method proposed by Holstein 
[23] which adopted by all the authors [22-24] and especially the standard books [22]. The 
same calculation can be used with the generating function [32] to calculate the propagator 
of the cylindrical basis.  
  Our method may be applied to the calculation of the partition function [12] and other 
Feynman propagators [35]. We can also do other calculations with the oscillator 
representation using the expression (2.21) and Schwinger techniques [1, 24]. 
 
5. Rotation matrix, generating function of spherical harmonics 
 and other applications 
 
   We do a quick review of the work of Schwinger for determining the generating 
 function of the matrix elements of the rotation groups. Then we find the generating 
function of spherical harmonics, the Kustaanheimo-Steifel transformation-[36-40] and we 
determine using the Bargmann integral the generating functions: of Gegenbauer, 
Legendre polynomials and the characters of SU (2). We derive the basis of spherical 
oscillator in terms of creation and destructions operators using the expansion of the well 
known free particle wave function.  
 
5.1 The Fock Bargmann space and the angular momentum  
    Schwinger in his work [1] on angular momentum find the generators of SU(2) in terms 
of creation and destruction operators of two-dimensional  harmonic oscillator:  
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With                                   K,2,
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we find the Fock Bargmann basis by applying the transformations (2.22):  
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we denote )(udμ  by the measure of integration  
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5.2 Generating function of the matrix elements of rotation.  
   The matrix of rotation [42] can be deduced simply from 1* =RR . 
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Expression may be generalized to SU (n) groups [43-45].  
 
5.3 The generating function of spherical harmonics  
    The relation between the Wigner's D matrix and the spherical harmonics is given by:  
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We find from (5.9) that the generating function of spherical harmonics is:  
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ar  is a vector of length zero, 0=⋅ aa rr  and has the components  
 
                                       ξηηξηξ 2),(, 3222221 =+−=+−= aiaa                     (5.11)  
we obtain also the quadratic transformation 34 R R → :  
 
                             221112211221 zz-zzz ), z z - zi(z y  ,z z  zz x ==+=                     (5.12)  
the quadratic transformation 34 R R →  [36-40] or Hurwitz transformation [40] has been 
used first by Kustaanheimo-Steifel in celestial mechanics and was also used by many 
authors [39] for the connection 3R  of hydrogen atom and harmonic oscillator 4R . 
Recently we used it for the derivation of the momentum representation of hydrogen atom 
[27, 28].  
Note: Because there are other quadratic transformations in mathematics and to prevent 
          Confusion I proposed Hurwitz transformation [40].  
 
5.4 Some applications of the generating function of spherical harmonics  
    All calculations that we perform in the Fock Bargmann space can be solved with the 
Gaussian integrals in finite dimensions:  
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5.4.1 Generating function for Legendre polynomials  
      We put ηξ = in the formula (5.10) and using (5.13) we find the generating function 
of Legendre polynomials.  
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5.4.2 Generating function of the characters )(Rχ  of SU (2).  
     In the generating function of matrix-D we replace (u) by )(v  we get after integration: 
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 5.4.3 The Gaussian integral and the quadratic transformations:  
     We note that the generalization of the quadratic transformations (5.12) can be  
written as:  
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  nA  Are the Pauli matrices for n = 2 and the Dirac matrices for n = 3.  
    It is also important to note that we can not deduce these transformations from the 
Cayley Dixon algebra for n> 3.  
   We find that the Gauss integral of (5.15) is the generating functions of Gegenbauer 
polynomials: 
                                    mnn
t rxzAzzd )21/(1}exp{)( 222 αααμ −−=∫                      (5.17)  
 we find also that:  
                                   ∑ Γ= iin xA   and ijijjii δ=ΓΓ+ΓΓ−=Γ ,12                       (5.18)     
  iΓ are elements of Clifford algebra.  
     It is important to note that the integration with Grassmann variables [33-34] of the 
formula (5.17) becomes mn rx )21(
22
2 αα −− . This result can be considered as the 
extension of the generating function of Gegenbauer polynomials.  
       
5.4.4 The spherical basis of the harmonic oscillator  
   We can deduce from the formula (2.18) and the development of the free wave the basis 
of three dimensions harmonic oscillator nlm  in terms of creations and destructions 
operators. nlm Is the eigenfunctions of the operators 2, LN
r
 and zL . 
L
r
And zL are the angular momentum and its projection on the z-axis. 
We have 
                     0,0,0)()()(40,0,0]exp[ *321
++++ ∑=++ aYzYzjazazaz lmlmnlm l rrρπ  
                                  0,0,0)()()(2 *222 ++∑= aYzYzN lmlmln
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  and                   
                         22222 ,0,0,0)( ++++ ++== zyxlm
n
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the image of these functions in Fock Bargmann space is: 
                              22222 ),()( zyxlm
n
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rϕ                                  (5.21)    
 
The normalization nlN  is given by [2]:  
                                     ]!)!2(!)!122/[(4)1( nlnN nnl ++−= π                                (5.22) 
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6. Generating function of spherical harmonics and  
Van der Wearden invariant of 3-j symbols. 
 
    Van der Wearden [46] determined the invariant of SU (2), method known to Weyl [48, 
49], and deduce the Wigner 3j symbols of this group. We will determine first the Van der 
Wearden invariant using the generating function of spherical harmonics. Second we 
derive the generating function of the 3j symbols and finally we give the expression of 
these symbols or Van der Wearden formula.  
  We consider the integral  
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After integration we obtain:  
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We use the well-known result of the theory of angular momentum  
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1- After the integration of (6.4) and the identification with the second member of the  
     integral we obtain the Van der Wearden invariant of 3-j symbols:  
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this expression is valid for integers and half-integers of 21, ll  and 3l [43]. More this 
formula is very interesting because we can deduce from it by a simple calculus all the 
particulars cases of the 3j symbols. 
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 2- We deduce the generating function of 3j symbols of SU (2) from (6.6) by multiplying 
      it by:      
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   After summing with respect to ,..1,2/1,0== ii lj  we obtain the Schwinger formula:  
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the symmetries of the 3j symbols can be deduced from the invariance of the    
determinant: permutation of columns, permutation of rows and transposition [16].  
3- The Van der Wearden formula for 3j symbols can be derived simply form (6.6): 
 
 ×
−−+−++−
−−+−Δ−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
)!()!()!(
)!()!()!(
),()1(
211221
22321)12(2
321
21
mllmlllll
mlmllll
ml
mmm
lll ll              
                   )1;1,1;,,( 122121112223 ++−+−−−−+−−− mllmllmllmlmlF          (6.9)                                 
With 
)!()!()!()!()!1()!(
)!()!()!()!(
)1(),(
22221132121
113212122
mlmlmlmlllllll
mlmlllllll
ml ml
−++−++++−
−+++−−+
−=Δ +  
 
        The method of invariants has been the subject of many studies [50-51] but Resnikoff 
[51] extended the work of Bargmann to SU (3) groups after the interesting work of 
Moshinsky using the harmonic oscillator basis [3]. We also note that the generalization of 
this method for SU (n) for n> 3 is not so easy. 
 
7. Integral representations, expressions and symmetries of 3j symbols of SU (2) 
 
   We treat first the realization in the dual space of Fock-Bargmann and we deduce the 
integral representation of SU (2) and the sets of generalized hypergeometric functions for 
3j symbols. Then we deduce from Euler identity the Regge symmetry of 3j symbols [52].  
 
7.1 The realization in the dual space of Fock-Bargmann  
     The solution of Schrödinger equation of the cylindrical basis of the oscillator is:    
               
        αρρρ
π
αρ immmmjjm eLmj
mj 22222 )()
2
exp(
)!(
)!(1),( −
−
−
+
−
=Φ             (7.1)                                
  we find the Fock Bargmann space for 0≥m and its complex conjugate for 0≤m .  
      If we consider the Fock Bargmann space as a subspace of the cylindrical basis of the 
oscillator then the correspondence principle implies that the adjoint operators are:  
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                     iyxziyxz −=⇒+= ∗  And ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂
−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂
+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂
−=⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂ ∗
zy
i
xz
           (7.2) 
The generators of unitary groups in the Fock Bargmann space [8] are:  
 
                                                     ∑ ∂∂= ij jiij zzE )/(  
Then the adjoint operators are: 
                                      ∑ ∂∂−= ij jiij zzE )/(*  And 0],[ * =ijij EE . 
 The generators of the coupling are: 
                                                       *ijijij EE +=Λ  
 We will treat the case of SU (2) which is valid for SU (3) [44] and SU (N). 
 In the case of SU (2) we have the correspondence: *JJ
rr
↔  and 0],[ =∗JJ
rr
 . 
The eigenfunctions of 2*J
r
 and *zJ  are  
                                      )(
)!2(
),( ),((
2
12 Ω=−
j
jm
j
jm Dj
zz ρϕ                                        (7.3)  
 the eigenfunctions of 2J
r
 and zJ  are:  
                                     )(
)!2(
),( ),(
2
21 Ω=
j
jm
j
jm Dj
zz ρϕ                                           (7.4) 
  We note that the coupling of two angular momentum result from the coupling of the 
elements of rotation matrix so we can use the Gaunt integral for the determination of 3j 
symbols [8]. 
 
7.2 The integral representation of SU (2)      
     the Gaunt formula is [42, 43]: 
 ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
=ΩΩΩΩ∫
321
321
321
3213
)3',3(
2
)2',2(
1
)1',1( '''
)()()(
mmm
jjj
mmm
jjj
DDDd j mm
j
mm
j
mm         (7.5) 
 
Put 11' jm = , 22' jm −= and 12
'
3 jjm −= . 
We can calculate the particular case using (7.5) or much simpler from (6.6):  
 
             
)!()!1(
)!2()!2()1(
321321
212212
1221
321
jjjjjj
jj
jjjj
jjj jj
+++++
−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−
+−          (7.6)  
we therefore deduce the integral representation of 3j symbols:  
 
   ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
321
321
mmm
jjj
  = ∫ +−+−++−
−−ΓΓ
Γ− π θθ
0
1)11(21)22(2
1212
3
22)12(2
)
2
(sin)
2
[(cos
)!2()!2(
)1( mjmj
mjjj
jJjJ
 
                                                                         θθ dP jjmjjmmj )](cos
)213,213((
33
+−−+
−
×          (7.7)  
with )!()!( iiiii mjmj +−=Γ  
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7.3 the set of generalized hypergeometric functions for 3j symbols  
   we will write the familiar Jacobi polynomials [25] in terms of the hypergeometric 
functions:  
         )
2
cos;1;,1(
)1(!
)1()1()(cos 212
),( θββα
α
αθ
ββα +−+++
+Γ
++Γ−
= nnF
n
nPn             (7.8) 
         )
2
sin;1;,1()(cos 212
),( θαβααθβα +−+++⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +
= nnF
n
n
Pn                               (7.9)                          
         )
2
;'1;,'(
2
cos
)1(!
)1()(cos 212
2),( θθ
α
αθβα tgmmmjjmF
n
nP
n
n −−+−−−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
+Γ
++Γ
=   (7.10)  
 
it is possible for any of finites series to reverse the order of terms, from the end to the 
beginning. In general, we can write   
                     ×
−
=−+
a
a
a
BA c
zbzcbaF
))((
)())((
]);();(,[1     
                                              ]/)1();(1);(1,[1 zbacaaF
BA
AB
+
+ −−−−−−                  (7.11) 
 
With )2/(sin),2/(cos 22 θθ=z and )2/(cot 2 θ . 
   Using the expressions (7.8)-(7-11)) in (7.7) and perform the integration we get the set 
of generalized hypergeometric functions for 3j symbols. 
7.4 Wigner’s expression for 3j symbols 
    We write the Jacobi polynomials in terms of )2/(cot 2 θ in the expression (7.7)  
and after integration we get the Wigner’s expression for 3j symbols: 
 
         ×
+−
++Δ−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−
)!(
)!(),()1(
321
121312
321
321
mjj
mjjmj
mmm
jjj mjj  
         )1;,1;1,,( 123321112133323 mjjmjjmjjjjmjF −−−++−−−−+−+−       (7.12)                                 
 
7.5 Euler's identity and Regge symmetry of SU(2)  
     To determine the symmetries of the 3j symbols we write in the expression (7.7) the 
Jacobi polynomials in terms of hypergeometric functions and then we use the Euler 
identity  
                                   );;,()1();;,( zFzzF γβγαγγβα βαγ −−−= −−                     (7.13)  
we find 
  =+−+++∫ ))2/(cos;1;,1())2/((cos))2/((sin 212220 θββαθθθ σρπ nnFd  
 
           ))2/(cos;1;1,())2/((cos)2/((sin 212
22
0
θββαθθθ σαρπ +++−−−∫ nnFd   (7.14)      
    
  To find the symmetries we assume that after transformation we obtain the same 
expression but with the new indices.  
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We deduce that the new indices ''''' ,,,, σρβαn  in terms of the old one are:  
 
                                σσαρρββααα =−==−=+= ''''' ,,,,nn                        (7.15)  
 
In our case we find the Regge symmetry.  
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−−+−−+−
++−+
=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
)(2/)(2/)(
2/)(2/)(
2121212121
3321321
321
321
jjmmjjmmjj
jmjjmjj
mmm
jjj
 (7.16) 
 
    we can also find the others symmetries by applying this transformation to the other 
expressions of Jacobi polynomial. So the derivation of symmetries using the (IR) is much 
simpler than the Vilenkin method [29]. We may also use the other transformations of 12 F  
to deduce the other symmetries [53-55]. 
 
8. The integral representation of the 6j symbols of SU (2) 
 
   The theory of angular momentum is undoubtedly is the most studied in physics because 
it is of great interest in all branches of physics and chemistry. But we find by analogy 
with the 3j symbols that the (IR) of 6j symbols it is not emphasized in the literature so we 
will fill this gap.  
 The expression of 6j is: 
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m
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we put  
                .,,, 1322311232211 jandjjjmjmjm −=−=−=−== μμμμ               (8.2) 
 
With 321 ljlJ ++=   
We get 
               ×−=
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                               ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
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⎛
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⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−
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⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
− )( 1221
321
321
321
321
321
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jll
j
ljl
j
llj
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We find from the expression (6.6) that:     
      
                  
2
1
33321
33321
321
321
321
)!()!(
)!()!(
),,()1( 321 ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−++−
+−+Λ−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
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With                ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−++−+++
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=Λ
)!()!()!1(
)!()!2(
),,(
321321321
1211
321 lljlljllj
lljjllj    
                   
And                                    ∏
=
−+=Δ 3
1321
)!2()!1(),,(
i i
jJJjjj  
  The second term of (8.3) is derived from the above expression by permutation. And 
using the expressions (6.6) and (8.3) we obtain an expression containing this summation:  
                                       
×
−+−+
=
+−+−−
+∑ )!()!( )!2()2()!()!()!( )!( 132231 33 3231232133 33 jlljll
l
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jljll
l
μ
μθ
μμμ
μ
     
                      ))2/(;2;,( 2313223112 θtgljlljllF −−+−−+−−                                    (8.5)  
 
We find (8.5) by setting rl =− 33 μ and using the formula ))()1/((!)!( rr xxrx −−=− .     
  Using the expression (8.5) then we identify it with the first member we obtain the 
integral representation of the 6j:  
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)(
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sin
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cos[ 3 )21,21(
2121
θθθθ j lljj
jjll
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                                θθθ dtgljlljllF sin))]2/(;2;,( 2313223112 −−+−−+−−            (8.6) 
 
 
9. Generating function of the 3j symbols for multiplicity-free of SU (3) 
 
    To determine the generating function of the 3j symbols we need the basis of the 
representation of SU (3), its generating function and the invariants of SU (3) which are 
very easy to find it in this case. The basis of the representation of SU (3) was constructed 
by many authors[3,7] using the lowering and raising operators expressed in terms of 
creation and annihilation operators of harmonic oscillators [4]. We've built the generating 
function of this basis by the method of coupling in the Fock Bargmann space [1, 16]. The 
invariants for 3j symbols of multiplicity-free are functions of the powers of the 
elementary invariants of SU (3) and the normalization is feasible in this case [51].  
  A brief review of the derivation of the basis of SU (3) and we'll just give the expression 
of the generating function then we perform the calculations to obtain the generating 
function of 3j symbols. Finally from the development of generating function we find the 
new expression of these symbols.  
 
9.1 The basis of the group SU (2) ⊂ SU (3)  
    Let ],[ μλD  the space of homogeneous polynomials and ),(
21
),0,( zzV ytt
λμ  is the 
orthogonal basis with:  
                           Czzzzzzzzz ji ∈== ,),,(),,,(
2
3
2
2
2
1
)2(1
3
1
2
1
1
)1(                                   (9.1)  
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The space is homogeneous then 
                       
                            λμα
λμ
α
λμ
α
λμ
α μμλ )()(22)()(11 )(,)( VVTVVT =+=                                  (9.2) 
With   
                                                   )/( ikk
i
kij zzT ∂∂=∑                                                  (9.3) 
 
The vectors ),( 21),0,( zzV ytt
λμ are eigenfunctions of the Casimir operator of the second 
order 2T
r
, the projection ofT
r
on the z axis and the hypercharge Y. The eigenvalues of 
these operators are respectively t (t + 1), 0t and the triple of the hypercharge quantum 
number y. The numbers  0, tt  are the isospin and the component of isospin on the z axis. 
We have: 
                                       λμα
λμ
α
λμ
α
λμ
α )(0)()()( , VtVTVyVY z ==  
And        
                                                 λμα
λμ
α )()(
2 )1( VttVT +=
r
.                                                 (9.4)  
the condition of Young tableau on λμα )(V  imposes the further condition: 
                                                      0),( 21)(12 =zzVT
λμ
α                                             (9.5) 
 
9.2 The generating function of the basis of SU (2) ⊂ SU (3) 
    we determine the generating function by the method of coupling [31, 47]. 
We write 
                                     =+= ]..exp[)),,,(( )12()1( zgzfzuyxG rrr  
                                                    ),(),( )12()1()( ),0,(
)(
),0,(
0
zzVgf yttytt
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r∑                      (9.6) 
 
  With                              ),,(),,,( 211211 yyygxxxf ξηηξ −== r
r
                              (9.7) 
  and                                   ),,( 321
)( iiii zzzz =r , )()()( jiij zzz rrr ×=                                  (9.8) 
                                                                                    
we have 
                     ))()]((),[(),( )0()0(2
)(
121
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),0,(
ttttqqpp
ytt yyxxNgf
−+−−
= ηξαλμϕ μλλμ rr               (9.9) 
And  
          
)!()!()!(!)!(![!)12()!1(
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We have also:     
                                     ,0),(3)2( λμλ ≤≤+++−= pqpy  
                                     ,0,2/)(2/ μμ ≤≤−+= qqpt                                         
                                     trrtt 2,...,1,0,0 =−= .                           (9.10) 
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9.3 The invariant of the 3j symbols for multiplicity-free 021 == μμ . 
  The invariant of 3j symbols of SU (3) is given by:  
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The conjugate vector cV )( )(
λμ
α  is deduced from
λμ
α )(V by R- Conjugation [6, 7, and 51]: 
                                        pqqp −→−→↔ λμμλ ,,  
And    
                              λμα
λμ
α )(
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)( )1()( −
−
−= VV tyc , ),,()( 0tty −−=−α  
the invariant are functions of the elementary invariants:  
 
                                      )56()3()56()1()5()3()1( ,),( zzzzzzz rrrrrrr ⋅⋅×⋅                           (9.12)  
consequently we write:  
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We can determine the constant of normalization by our method [47] but it is more 
simpler in this case to do the direct calculation [51], we write:  
                                               ,0,, 131332 ≥=+=+ ikkkkk λλ  
                                                        ,, 22131 λμ =+= kkk                                      (9.14) 
So we have the decomposition:  
                                       ),2()0,()0,( 33213 321 μμλλλλλ μ −+=→⊗ ∑                (9.15)  
the normalization is:  
                                       
)!1()!2(
)!()!(!2
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31323
+−++−+
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=
μλλμλλ
μλμλμ
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9.4 The generating function of the 3j symbols for multiplicity-free 021 == μμ . 
  We find the 3j symbols from the expression (9.11) as: 
     czzVzVzVh ),()0,()0,(
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Multiplying this expression by (∏ kiii t ) and using (9.6) we write: 
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In carrying out the integration over )6()3()1( ,, zzz rrr  we find that the quantity in brackets is 
written as:  
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+=  and using the expression                                                                       
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we find for the third term the result:                                                                                                                    
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using the formula (5.13) we find the generating function:  
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9.5 Expression of 3j symbols of SU (3).  
      We observe that gftgftgh r
rrrrr
⋅+⋅=⋅ 1332 . 
   And      
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 developing (9.22)first and after that we use (9.23), (9.24) and  the generating function 
(6.6) of the 3j symbols of SU(2) we find the expression of 3j symbols of SU (3):  
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We write the quantity between brackets: 
       ×
−+−−−−+−
=
)!2()!2()!2()!2()!2(
1[]
1113231133 ttTttTtT λμλμμ
  
        )1;12,12;2,2,2( 132311113323 ++−−+−+−+−−+− tTtttTtTF μλμλμ        (9.26)  
 
Thus the isoscalar factor expression is found for the first time in this compact form 
And which shows the great interest of our method. 
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